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Abstract. 

Twisted vertex operators based on rational lattices have had many applications in vertex 
operator algebra theory and conformal field theory. In this paper, “relativized” twisted vertex 
operators are constructed in a general context based on isometries of rational lattices, and 
a generalized twisted Jacobi identity is established for them. This result generalizes many 
previous results. Relatived untwisted vertex operators had been studied in a monograph by the 
authors. The present paper includes as a special case the proof of the main relations among 
twisted vertex operators based on even lattices announced some time ago by the second author. 

1991 Math. Subj. Class.: Primary: 17B69; secondary: 17B68, 81R10, 81T40 

1. Introduction 

Vertex operators associated with the roots of a simple Lie algebra play an impor- 
tant role in the representation theory of affine Kac-Moody algebras (see for example 
[l, 11,15,17-19,21-28,303). The algebraic structure of the untwisted vertex operators 
associated with an arbitrary even lattice L is one of the important motivations for 
introducing the notion of vertex (operator) algebra [Z] and also provides basic 
examples of such algebras (see also [14]). Objects that we called “relative untwisted 
vertex operators” were introduced and studied in [6,7], where the untwisted Z- 
algebras [21-231, which were used to construct bases of standard modules for affine 
Lie algebras (see also [25-28]), were placed into a systematic axiomatic context, along 
with parafermion algebras [32]. Roughly speaking the relative untwisted vertex 
operators were defined so as to “relativize” the usual untwisted vertex operators with 
respect to a suitable subspace of the complex span of L. The introduction of relative 
untwisted vertex operators led in [7] to three levels of generalization of the concept of 
vertex operator algebra (and module). One of these notions - that of “generalized 
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vertex operator algebra” - enabled us to clarify the essential equivalence between the 
Z-algebras of [21,22] and the parafermion algebras of [32], among other things 
providing a precise mathematical foundation for “parafermion conformal field theory”. 

General twisted vertex operators associated with an arbitrary even lattice L equip- 
ped with a finite order isometry were introduced and studied in [ 19,131; see also [ 181 
for a different approach in the special case of the elements of root lattices correspond- 
ing to the roots of a simply-laced simple Lie algebra (this approach does not 
generalize to arbitrary root-lattice elements, which are treated in [19]). The twisted 
vertex operators, parametrized by an “untwisted space” I’, and acting on a “twisted 
space” V,‘, satisfy a “twisted Jacobi identity” (see [13,14,19,20]). The important and 
suggestive case in which the isometry is - 1 plays a special role in constructing the 
moonshine module vertex operator algebra V’ (see [12-141). Twisted vertex oper- 
ators are closely related to orbifold theory (see [3,4,9]). 

In this paper, we present a general theory of twisted vertex operators relativized 
with respect to a suitable subspace of the complex span of the rational lattice L, and 
based on lattice automorphisms, generalizing and incorporating the construction of 
and the results on the ordinary twisted vertex operators announced in [19,13] (see 
also [20]). The main result of the present paper is a generalized twisted Jacobi identity 
for relative twisted vertex operators. This single result generalizes many known ones. 
At the same time we supply detailed proofs of the main results announced in [19,13]. 
These results, for the case of ordinary (not relative) twisted vertex operators, were the 
main motivation for introducing the notion of twisted modules for a vertex algebra, in 
[lo, 51. In particular, the twisted spaces I/l constructed in [19,12-141 are twisted 
modules for the vertex algebras V, associated to even lattices L. Recently, our result 
on (ordinary) twisted vertex operators (for non-even lattices) has been used in [S] to 
give another construction of the moonshine module associated with a certain isometry 
(of order 3) of the Leech lattice. Also, twisted vertex operators based on an integral 
lattice have been studied in [31]. 

The special case in which L is the weight lattice of sl(2, C) and the lattice isometry is 
- 1 has been studied previously by Husu [16], where the generalized twisted Jacobi 

identity was established for relative twisted vertex operators. As an application of this 
identity, many results concerning the twisted Z-algebras discovered and developed in 
[25-271 in the course of constructing bases of the standard modules for the affine Lie 
algebra Ay’ were reinterpreted in a natural way from the vertex-operator-theoretic 
viewpoint. As pointed out in [16], the constructions in [25-27,161 correspond to the 
(twisted) parafermion algebras of [33]. 

This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we present a basic setting, involving 
a rational lattice L and the vector space which it generates, and an isometry of finite 
order of the lattice. We also consider a subspace of the vector space with respect to 
which the vertex operators based on the untwisted space V, will be “relativized”. In 
Section 3, we recall the notion of relative untwisted vertex operator (see [7]). These 
operators are parametrized by the space V, and also act on this space. Relative twisted 
vertex operators, parametrized by the untwisted space and acting on the twisted space 
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V,‘, are defined in Section 4. A fundamental quadratic operator A, enters into the 
construction of these operators, as in [13,14]. 

Section 5, the central part of this work, is devoted to the formulation and proof of 
our generalized twisted Jacobi identity for relative twisted vertex operators. In Section 
6, we focus our attention on certain relative (untwisted and twisted) vertex operators 
providing representations of the Virasoro algebra, and we also compute the weights of 
the twisted spaces. The quadratic operator A, plays a basic role here. We observe that 
the resulting shift in conformal weight associated with the twisted space is related to 
certain values of the second Bernoulli polynomial. Finally, in Section 7, we put the 
twisted spaces Vl constructed in [19,13] (see also [20]) into the axiomatic context of 
twisted modules for the vertex algebra V,. 

2. The setting 

In this section we introduce notation and assumptions. In particular, we 
introduce a lattice L with an isometry v, two central extensions 2 and 2, by the same 
finite cyclic group, and a subspace h, of the complex span h of L. The lattice 
L together with the central extension 2 will be used to build a vector space I’, which 
will parametrize relative untwisted vertex operators and on which these operators 
will also act. The space V, will also parametrize relative twisted vertex 
operators acting on a vector space Vz that will be built from L and the central 
extension 2,. 

We work in the setting of [19,13,7]. Let p and 4 be two fixed positive integers such 
that p divides 4. The following data and conditions are assumed: 

2.1 Let L be a (rational) lattice equipped with a symmetric nondegenerate Q-valued 
Z-bilinear form ( . , . ), not necessarily positive definite. 

2.2. Let v be an isometry of L such that vp = 1 (but p need not be the exact order of 
v and we may take v = 1). 

2.3. Let c0 and c; be two v-invariant alternating Z-bilinear maps 

LxL-+Z/qE. (2.1) 

Remark 2.1. For a positive integer n let (rc,) be the cyclic group of order n 
with generator rc,. We assume that the generators are related by the condition 
IC, = ~2”’ if n divides m. (This holds if for instance rc,, = ezni’” for all n.) Viewed as 
alternating Z-bilinear maps from L x L to Z/q& co and c: determine two central 
extensions of L, 

1 -<ic,) -+2-=+L + 1, 1 + <I$) + Z,=+L + 1, 

uniquely up to equivalence, by the commutator conditions 

aba -‘b- 1 = K~(%6), aba-‘b-1 = IcG~(~,~) E (xq) 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 
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for a, b E 2 or a, b E 2, (cf. for example [14, Section 5.21). Then there is a set- 
theoretic identification (which is usually not an isomorphism of groups) between 
the groups 2 and 2, such that the respective group multiplications x and x, are 
related by 

a x b = Ic~(p~6)a x, b, (2.4) 

where so is a bilinear map from L x L to Z/qZ satisfying 

so(cC B) - so(B, a) = co(a, B) - c% P) (2.5) 

for a, fl E L. (To see this, we may choose a section off, and a section oft, such that the 
corresponding 2-cocycles are bilinear and we then take so to be the difference of the 
two cocycles. The identification is evident.) Moreover, v lifts to an automorphism v* of 
2 fixing Q, that is, 

Z = vi for a E Z, ik, = I$, (2.6) 

and such a lifting is unique up to multiplication by a lifting of the identity automor- 
phism of L, which is of the form 

n*:2 -+2 

a H uu~(‘) (2.7) 

for some 1 E Hom(L,Z/qZ) (cf. [14], Section 5.43). If v = 1, then we may take v^ = 1. 
Note that G also acts set-theoretically on E, by using the identification. Moreover, if 
so( *, .) is v-invariant, then G is also an automorphism of 2,, from (2.4). 

Remark 2.2. Here we describe the special case which is the subject of [19]; see also 
Sections 3.1 and 3.3 of [13]. Let L be an even lattice, i.e., (a, cr) E 22 for all a E L. Take 
q = p if p is even and take q = 2p if p is odd, so that q is always even. We assume that 

(vpi2a, a) l 22 for a E L (2.8) 

if p is even; this can always be arranged by doubling p if necessary. Then 

c0(kB) = 4<a,PY2 + q& 

p-1 

(2.9) 

cVo(a,P) = C (q/2 + qr/d(vra,B) + c@ 
*=o 

(2.10) 

for a, p E L define two v-invariant alternating Z-bilinear maps from L x L to Z/qZ. We 
have the commutator relations 

aba- lb- 1 = ,$%fb 
2 

in f, and 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 
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in 2,. We may take 

so(a,B) = c (q/2 + qr/P)<v-‘%B) + qz (2.13) 
o<r<p/z 

in this case. Note that so(. , .) is v-invariant and thus v* is also an automorphism of 
2,. It is shown in 1191 that there is a lifting v* of v with the special property that for 
a E 2, $a = a if vti = a. In the special cases p = 1 and p = 2, we have cz = co, so = 0, 
and 2, = 2 as groups. 

2.4. Let h, be a subspace (possibly 0 or h) of 

h=@&L (2.14) 

on which the natural (nonsingular) extension of the form (. , + ) on L, still denoted 
(. , . ), remains nonsingular. That is, 

h =h,Oh;, (2.15) 

’ denoting orthogonal complement. We write 

h-+h;t;, h-h, 

hHh’, hHh” (2.16) 

for the projection maps to hi and h,. We also assume that h, is stable under the 
natural action of v on h: 

vh, = h,. (2.17) 

Then the two projection maps commute with the action of v. 

3. Relative untwisted vertex operators 

We shall define the untwisted space V, (cf. [14]) and present the notion of relative 
untwisted vertex operators Y*(u, z) (u E V,) acting on V,, following [6,7]. This section, 
almost a copy of Ch. 3 of [7], is supplied for the reader’s convenience. The degenerate 
case h, = 0 (the “unrelativized” case) is important in its own right. 

The affine Lie algebra associated with the abelian Lie algebra h is given by 

i;=h@@[t,t-‘]@@c (3.1) 

with structure defined by 

[x Q t”,y Q t”] = (x, y)mG,+,,oc for X, y E h, m,n E Z, (3.2) 

[c,Z] = 0. (3.3) 

(This notation and related notation below may be applied to any finite-dimensional 
abelian Lie algebra with a nonsingular symmetric form.) By (2.15) we have 

fi=h,@@[t,t-‘]@h$@@[t,t-‘]@@c. (3.4) 
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Then h has a Z-gradation, the weight gradation associated with h,, given by 

wt(x 0 t”) = 0, wt(y 0 t”) = - n, wtc=o (3.5) 

forxEh,,yEhiandm,nEZ. 
Set 

i;+=h@tC[t], k- = h @ t-‘C[t-‘1. (3.6) 

The subalgebra 

i;,=i;+@i;-@Cc (3.7) 

of ii is a Heisenberg algebra. Consider the induced h-module, irreducible even under 

L 

M(1) = U(A) 0 u(hBctt~~Cc) C = S@) (linearly), (3.8) 

h @ @[t] acting trivially on @ and c acting as 1; U( .) denotes universal enveloping 
algebra and S( .) denotes symmetric algebra. The h-module M(1) is Z-graded so that 
wt 1 = 0 (we write 1 for 10 1): 

(3.9) 

where M( l)n denotes the homogeneous subspace of weight n. The automorphism v of 
L acts in a natural way on h, on ^h (fixing c) and on M(l), preserving the gradations, 
and for u E h and m E M(l), 

v(u.m) = v(u).v(m). (3.10) 

Form the induced e-module and C-algebra 

C(L) = C[2]/(Ic, - o,)C[2] 

= CCL1 OC[<e,>l C 1: CCL] (linearly), (3.11) 

where C [ .] denotes group algebra, oq is a primitive qth root of unity in C ’ and ICY 
acts as oq on C. For a E 2, write z(a) for the image of a in C(L). Then the action of 
2 on C(L) and the product in C(L) are given by 

a* z(b) = z(a)z(b) = z(ab), (3.12) 

Kq. I(b) = WqZ(b) (3.13) 

for a, b E 2. We given C {L} the @-gradation determined by 

wt z(a) = k (a’, a’) for a E 2. (3.14) 

The automorphism v^ off, acts canonically on C {L}, preserving the gradation, in such 
a way that 

v^z(a) = z(Ca) for a E 2, (3.15) 
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and we have 

v^(z(a)r(b)) = $(a. l(b)) = $(a). i%(b) = iya)h(b). (3.16) 

Also define a grading-preserving action of h on C(L) by 

h*z(a) = (h’,a)z(u) (3.17) 

for h E h (so that h, acts trivially). Then h acts as algebra derivations and 

v^(h.l(U)) = v(h).iqu). (3.18) 

We shall use a formal variable z (and later, commuting formal variables z, zo, zl, z2, 
etc.). Define 

Zh. l(U) = Z(h’Ti)z(u) (3.19) 

for h E h. Then 

v*(zh . z(u)) = ZVCh). G(u). (3.20) 

We shall mostly be interested in the actions of h and zh on C(L) only for h E hi. 

Set 

V, = M(1) OC C {L} N S(k) @ @CL] (linearly) 

and give V, the tensor produce @-gradation: 

(3.21) 

VL = U (VL)“. (3.22) 
nsc 

We have wt l(l) = 0, where we identify C(L) with 10 C(L). Then 2, &, 
h,zh (h E h) act naturally on V, by acting on either M(1) or C(L) as indicated above. 
In particular, c acts as 1 and h, acts trivially. The automorphism 0 acts in a natural 
grading-preserving way on V,, via v Q 9, and this action is compatible with the other 
actions: 

$(a. u) = G(u). g(u), 

C(u. u) = v(u).i$), 

v^(zh . u) = ZVCh). G(u) 

for a E 2, u E &, h E h, u E V,. 

(3.23) 

(3.24) 

(3.25) 

It will be convenient later to have the notation 

c(a, p) = C@=J) E C x 

for all ~1, fl E L. Then 

ubu-‘b-l = c(C,E) 

for a, b E 2, as operators on C {L} and on V,, and 

C(V% VP) = c@, B). 

(3.26) 

(3.27) 

(3.28) 
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For CI E h, n E Z, we write CC(~) for the operator on I’, determined by 0: @ t”. Set 

52,={u~I/L)h(n)u=Oforh~h,,n>O}, (3.29) 

T/,=span{h(n)I/LIh~h*,n<O}. (3.30) 

Then 9, is the vacuum space for the Heisenberg algebra (&J, (defined as in (3.7)) and 
we have 

v,=l2*ov*. 

In fact, we see from (3.21) that V, has the decomposition 

V, = S(L,) 0 S(&_) 0 C {L} 

and also 

(3.3 1) 

(3.32) 

Q, = S((&)-) 0 a=(L), (3.33) 

V* = 2, S(Q @ 0,. (3.34) 

Here & and (A;)- are defined as in (3.6). In terms of the general structure of modules 
for Heisenberg algebras, we know from [14, Section 1.71, that the (well-defined) 
canonical linear map 

@*)z) o(6: fB@e)Q* + VL 

UQV l+.U’V (3.35) 

(u E U((%,),),u E Sz,) is an @,),-module isomorphism, and in particular, that the 
linear map 

M*(l) oc a* = U(h,) oc 52, + VL 

U@U CIU’U (3.36) 

(u E U(&),V E Sz,) is an &),-module isomorphism, Q2, now being regarded as 
a trivial (&),-module, where M,(l) is the (&,),-module defined by analogy with (3.8). 
The spaces Q2, and V, are @-graded and are stable under the actions of & (defined as 
in (3.1)), of 2 and of v^. 

For CI E h, set 

(3.37) 

We use a normal ordering procedure, indicated by open colons, which signify that the 
enclosed expression is to be reordered if necessary so that all the operators IX(~) (a E h, 

n c 0), a E 2 are to be placed to the left of all the operators a(n), Z~(CI E h, n 2 0) before 
the expression is evaluated. For a E 2, set 

Y*(a,z) = ~el(a’(z)-i’(0)z-‘)uZa’O 
0, (3.38) 
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using an obvious formal integration notation. (Note that the symbol .za’ could be 
replaced by za in this formula, in view of (3.19)). Let 

UE~, ~1, ...yUkEh, al, ...ynk~H (ni>O) 

and set 

B = q(-nJ *.. a/J - Iz/J 0 z(a) 

= Cq(-n1) ... clk( -IZqJ.r(a) E V,. 

We define 

(3.39) 

This gives us a well-defined linear map 

V, -, (End v&z> 

v H Y*(u,z) = 1 u,z-~-~, u, E End V,, 
not 

(3.41) 

where for any vector space W, we define W {z} to be the vector space of W-valued 
formal series in z, with arbitrary complex powers of z allowed: 

W{z} = 1 W”Z”IW,E w . 
i nsc I 

(3.42) 

We call Y*(u, z) the untwisted vertex operator associated with v, dejned relative to h, . 
We shall be especially interested in these operators for v E s2,. Note that the compon- 
ent operators v, of Y*(v,z) are defined in (3.41). 

Remark 3.2. The case h, = 0 recovers the case of ordinary untwisted vertex operators 
as defined in [2,14]. In this case, Q, = V,, V. = 0, and Y, is the operator Y, in the 
notation of [14]. 

It is easy to check from the definition that the relative untwisted vertex operators 
Y*(v,z) for v E V, have the following properties: 

Y*(l,z) = 1, (3.43) 

Y*(v,z) = 0 if v e V,, (3.44) 

Y*oA44l) E v,ccz11 

CC~,>Z~ Y*(v,z)l = 0, 

Y*(a.v,z) = aY*(v,z) 

and lim Y,(v,z)r(l) = v ifveQ,, (3.45) 
z-0 

(3.46) 

(3.47) 
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for a E 2 such that ti E L nh,. (For a vector space W, W [ [z]] signifies the space of 
formal power series in z with coefficients in W.) Moreover, using (3.23)~(3.25) we see 
that 

GY*(u,z)v^-’ = Y*(i%,Z). (3.48) 

By (3.46), the component operators V, of Y,(v, z) preserve Sz, and V,, so that we get 
a well-defined linear map 

J5 --) (End 4) (4 
u H Y*(u,z). 

We continue to denote 

Q, -, (End k) {z> 

z) H Y*(V, z). 

(3.49) 

the restriction of this map to Q, by Y,: 

(3.50) 

A basic property of the operators (3.38) and ultimately, of the operators (3.40), is: For 
a,bEE, 

Y&,z,)Y,(b,z,) = ~Y,(a,zl)Y*(b,z2)~(zl - zd”? (3.51) 

where the binomial expression is to be expanded in nonnegative integral powers of the 
second variable, z2. 

Remark 3.3. In our frequent use of formal series, it will typically be understood that 
a binomial expression such as that in (3.51) is to be expanded as in (3.51) - as a formal 
power series in the second variable. 

4. Relative twisted vertex operators 

In this section, we systematically construct a setting which generalizes that of 
Section 3 to incorporate the lattice-isometry v. Many definitions and notations in 
Section 3 have natural generalizations in this setting. We shall define a twisted space 
V,’ and present a notion of relative twisted vertex operator Y i(v, z) (a E V,) acting on 
V,‘. We shall point out that the twisted vertex operators introduced in [19,13] are 
special cases of our setting. 

For n E Z, set 

h,,, = {a E h 1 vu = o;cx} c h, (4.1) 

where oP = u$lp, which is primitive pth root of unity in @ (recall (3.11)). Then 

h = u h(n) (4.2) 
nsZ/pZ 
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(we identify h~,modpJ with h,,, for n E Z). For c1 E h write CC(,) for the component of a in 
h,,,. We define the v-twisted affine Lie algebra h[v] associated with the abelian Lie 
algebra h to be 

h[v]= u h(,“,Qt”@Cc 
ns(lllJ)H 

(4.3) 

with 

CxQtm,yOt”l=(x,y)ms,+.,oc forxEh~,,,,yEh~~.,,m,nEIH, 
P 

(4.4) 

[c,L[v]] = 0. (4.5) 

As in Section 3, this notation and related notation below may be applied to any 
finite-dimensional abelian Lie algebra with a nonsingular symmetric bilinear form 
and with a finite-order isometry. Note that for the identity automorphism v = 1, with 
p chosen to be 1, the twisted algebra h[v] reduces to the untwisted algebra h of 
(3.1)-(3.3). Define the weight gradation on h[v] associated with h, by 

wt(x @ t”) = 0, wt(y 0 t”) = - II, wtc =o (4.6) 

for m, * E (V&C x E (h&,), Y E (h&,,, (cf. (3.5)). Set 

ii [VI + = u hu,nj 0 t”, b[v]- = u h(,,,@ t”. (4.7) 
nzo n<O 

Now the subalgebra 

I&-v][r,,,z = P[v]+ oP[v]- 0 Cc (4.8) 

of %[v] is a Heisenberg algebra (cf. (3.7)). Form the induced i[v]-module 

S[v] = U@[v]) @ uCfj. ,,L~,,jot”BCc) @ = @Lvl-1 (linearly), (4.9) 

which is irreducible under & [v]~,,,~,, where Un tO h u,nj @ t” acts trivially on @ and 
c acts as 1. We give the module S[v] a Q-grading compatible with the action of i; [v], 

and such that 

wt 1 = -$ ‘zl k(p - k)dim(h&, 
k 1 

(4.10) 

(the reason for choosing this shifted gradation will be explained in Section 6). The 
lattice-isometry v acts naturally on il [v] (fixing c): 

v(a 0 t”) = w;a 0 t” 

for n E WP)& tl E fqpnj, and on S[v] as an algebra isomorphism, preserving the 
gradation, and we have 

v(u.u) = V(U). V(U) (4.11) 

for y E h[v] and u E S[v], For CI E h, n E (l/p)Z, write a(n) for the operator on S[v] 
determined by qpnj @ t”. 
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Let T be an &-module with rcq acting as multiplication by oq. We assume that 
hCo, acts on T in such a way that 

T= u T,, (4.12) 
aeh,,,,nh; 

where 

T,={t~TIh.t=(h,~()tforh~h~~)}, (4.13) 

and such that the actions of 2, and hCo, are compatible in the sense that 

a+ T, = Ta+o;o, (4.14) 

for a E 2, and c( E hto, nh$. We also assume that v^ acts on T as a linear automorphism 
such that 

v^T, c T,,. (4.15) 

Then as operators on T, 

ha = a((h’,i) + h), (4.16) 

v^/$’ = h (4.17) 

for h E hCo, and a E 2,. Define a C-gradation on T by 

wt t = i (a’,~‘) for t E T,, (a E h,,,). (4.18) 

Then v^ preserves this gradation of T by (4.15). We define an End T-valued formal 
Laurent series zh for h E hCo, as follows: 

zh. t = zch,=)t for t E T, (a E h,,nh~). (4.19) 

Then from (4.16), 

zha = a~(~‘*~)+~ for a E 2, (4.20) 

as operators on T. 

Remark 4.1. If v = 1 and cO(. , -) = c;( a, * ), then e, = 2 and C {L) is a such module T. 

Remark 4.2. In the setting of Remark 2.2, let L be an even lattice satisfying (2.8) with 
the alternating bilinear map cz given in (2.10). Then K = {u- ‘$(a) ( a E i!,,} is a central 
subgroup of 2, and K n(rc,) = 1. In [19], a certain class of &-modules on which IE~ 
acts by oq and K acts according to the character ~(a- ‘$a) = ~p(~““~~>‘~ is classified 
and constructed explicitly (see Propositions 6.1 and 6.2 of [19]). These modules have 
the properties described above with hi = h . In particular, any such module T (which 
is denoted by UT in [19]) has the following decomposition: 

T = c T,,,,. (4.21) 
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For u E I+,,, if (cc,L&,) E Z for all a E L, define the operator 0: on T by 

w;. t = ,~~&t>~ (4.22) 

for t E Tit,,. Then as operators on T, 

$a = am -P&o) - P@(O). cico,)/~ 
P > (4.23) 

where a E 2, and the operator on the right-hand side is well defined because of the 
assumption (2.8). It follows that 

v^p = 1 (4.24) 

(see [19]), a nontrivial fact that is not an automatic consequence of the assumption 
VP= 1. 

Set 

V,‘= S[v] Q T (4.25) 

which is naturally graded, using the gradations of S[v] and T. Again E,, &[v]~~,~)~, 
hCoj, zh(h E IQ,,) act on V,’ by acting on either S[v] on T. Then v^ extends to a linear 
automorphism of I/l so that G(u @ t) = v(u) 0 C(t) for u E S[v] and t E T. As in 
Section 3, we write 

c&C, /_I) = W$+,P) (4.26) 

for u, /I E L. Then for a, b E 2, 

abYlb-’ = c,(Ci,6) (4.27) 

as operators on T and on V,‘. We define two subspaces of V,‘: 

52;= 
r 

tEV:/h(n)c=O,forhElt,,nE~~,n>O , 
I 

(4.28) 

v; = 
{ 

h(n)V/,Tlkh*, +, It <o 
1 

(4.29) 

(cf. (3.29) and (3.30)). Then 52% is the vacuum space for the Heisenberg algebra 

h, CVI~II~LZ and 

v;= v;@52;. (4.30) 

As in (3.33) and (3.34) we have 

Sz: = S(&[v])-) @ T, (4.3 1) 

v; =i;*[v]_s(Z*[v]-)@r;li. (4.32) 

The linear map v* preserves both 0: and V,. 
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For a nonzero complex number a we shall fix the branch of ur = er(‘oglal+iar~a) (r is 
a complex variable) with - 7[: < arg a I 7~. Then a ‘cc = u’u~ for r, c E C. The following 
lemma will be used in proving the Jacobi identity in the next section: 

Lemma 4.3. For z E C, 

Proof. If o’, # - 1, arg(1 - o’,) = - arg(1 - wp’). Then 

(1 - o’,)‘(l - Up*) = ((1 - wlp)(l - Up’)) 

and the lemma follows from the fact that nP1,’ (1 - 0;) = p. 0 

For CI E L, we define 

1 

0cci2(l _ ~~r)<y’a’~a’~2<v”‘za’~a’~ if p E 2H 

C(x) = 
0<gP,2 (1 - lq)<“‘a’*a’) 

Then +a) = o(a). We also define 

if p~2Z+ 1. 

(4.33) 

(4.34) 

&‘(CI,/q = n (1 - Wp’)(“‘a*D), (4.35) 
O<r<p 

&2(tl, p) = we (4.36) 

for a,/?~ L. 

Remark 4.4. In the situation of Remark 2.2, the functions a(a), a1 (a, /I) and E~(GI, /I) 
were introduced in [19] with hi = h to define general twisted vertex operators. One 
can check that in this case 

El(cGP) = &z(KBMx + B)lo(MB) 

for a,/?~ L. 

(4.37) 

For a E h, set 

t%(z) = c a(n)z-“-1. 
ns(l/p)Z 

We now define the relative v-twisted vertex operator Y ;(a, z) for a E z acting on Vf as 
follows: 

y:(& z) = p-<“~‘“‘>/2o(~)~e~‘“‘~z~-~‘~o~~-~)uz~~~~+<~~~,.~~~~~/z-<“’.”’>/2~ (4.39) 

generalizing the relative untwisted vertex operator Y*(u, z), the case v = 1. Note that 
on the right-hand side, we view a as an element of E,, according to our set-theoretic 
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identification between 2 and 2, (see Remark 2.1). The numerical factor at the front of 
(4.39) leads to just the right form for the general result below. 

For CQ, . . . ,@.k E /z, nl, . . . ,nkE~((ni>O)andv=a~(-n~)“‘~k(-~k)’~(~)~I/,,set 

where the right side is an operator on VT L. Extend to all v E V, by linearity. 
Let (al, ,,. ,/$,} be an orthonormal basis of hi, and define constants C,,i E C for 

m,n>Oandi=O, . . ..p-1 bytheformulas 

c 1 
C,,iXmyn = 2 log 

( 

(1 + X)l’P - w,i( 1 + y)l’P 

1-0Jpi > 
for i # 0. 

t%tl>O 

Set 

p-l d 
A, = C C C C,,~(V-i~j)(m)j?j(~)Z-m-". 

m,nSO i=O j=l 

(4.41) 

(4.42) 

Then eAZ is well defined on V, since Cooi = 0 for all i, and for v E V,, eAZu E V,[z-‘1. 
Note that A, is independent of the choice of orthonormal basis. Then from (3.48), 

?Ad, = A,0 (4.43) 

and hence 

ge*z = e*zv^ (4.44) 

on V,. For v E V,, the relative v-twisted vertex operator Yi(v,z) is defined by 

Y:(v,z) = W*(e*zv,z). (4.45) 

Then this yields a well-defined linear map 

V, + (End Vl){z} 

v H YX(v,z) = 1 v,Yz-~-’ (vi E End V,‘). 
(4.46) 

nsc 

We now discuss the relation between v and twisted vertex operators Y ;(v, z) for 
v E V,. It is easy to see from the definitions (4.39) and (4.40) that 

vcc(n)v_’ = (vcr)(n) 
1 

for u E h, n E-Z, 
P 

vY;(a,z)V -’ = Y:($u,z) for a E 2, 

vW*(v,z)v -l=W,(Qv,z) forvEVL 

(4.47) 

(4.48) 

(4.49) 
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and it follows from (4.44) and (4.45) that 

vY;(v,z)v-’ = Y:($u,z) for v E V,. (4.50) 

In particular, v commutes with Y; (u, z) if u is G-invariant. By the properties of 0 and its 
action on Vf, we also have 

YX(;‘u,z) = lim Y& z)w, P*a;~,,+P*<a;o).a‘;or)/2 -P’<“““‘>/2a- 1 pa (4.51) 
ZliP ,,/,Ul 

for v = 2)’ 0 r(a) E V,, where V’ E S(&-), a E 2 and the operator o”p is defined as in 
(4.22). Note that o’p is well defined for any complex number r. 

Remark 4.5. In the context of Remark 2.2, let T be an E,-module as given in Remark 
4.2. Then the operators Y:(u,z) are exactly the v-twisted vertex operators Yy(u, z) 
introduced in [13]. In particular, YJu,z) E (End V,‘)[[Z”~,Z-~‘~]] for u E V, and 
(4.51) reduces to 

Y”(vhlU,Z) = lim Y” (u, z) (4.52) 
+ ,,;r,liP 

(see (4.23)). 

We summarize the main elementary properties of relative twisted vertex operators 
in the following proposition. 

Proposition 4.6. Let a, b E 2, u E V,, M E htoj, I/I E t such that 3 E L nh,. We have 

:Y;(a,z,)Y:(b,zz): = c,(a,b)~Y;(b,z2)Y;(a,z,)~, 

p-1 

Y;(a,z1)Y;(b,z2) = :Y;(a,~~)Y;(b,z$ n (z;‘~ - w;~z;‘~)+“~‘@), 
i=O 

(4.53) 

(4.54) 

g YX(a,z) = : ( Z(z) 
1 

+ 5 (cqO), a;o))z- l - 2 (a,a)z-’ Y&z): ) 
= Y;(a( - l)a,z), (4.55) 

and 

Y&Z) = 0 ifu E v*, (4.56) 

@* cvlo,P,Zl Y;(u,z)] = 0 (4.57) 

vi preserves both a: and Vi for nEC, 

Y:($u,z) = oIyti)$ Y&Z) (4.58) 

ifu = u* @ l(a) for u* E S(%-) (see (2.4)), and in particular 

YMfQz) = $. (4.59) 

(The binomial expressions in (4.54) are to be expanded in nonnegative integral powers of 
the second variable ziip; recall Remark 3.3.) 
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Proof. First, (4.53) follows from the facts that 

:y;(a,s1)y;(b,Z2): = p-(a’.~‘)/2-(i;‘,b’)iza(a)o(i5)~e ~(a’(zl)-d’(0)z;‘+6’(12)-~‘(0)z~’)o 0 

x abzq;o’+ <ail), ,0;0,>/2 - <a’,a’)/2Zp+ <&0,,&,)/2 - <b’,6’)/2 (4.60) 

and that ab = c,,(a, b)ba. (4.54) follows from (4.20) and 

eS(a’(zl)-r?,(0)z;‘+~‘(l*)-~‘(O)Zt’) = ze ~(B’(I1)-a~(0)z;‘+b’(z*)-B’(O)zi’)o 0 

and (4.55) follows from the computation 

edzti( - 1)a = 
( 

1 
ti’( - 1) + - (ti~o~,G~o~)z-’ 

2 
-i (a’,&)z-’ a 

> 

and the definition of relative twisted vertex operators (4.45). The other relations are 
the direct consequences of the definitions (4.39),(4.40) and (4.45). 0 

Since Y~(u,z) = 0 for u E V, we shall be especially interested in the operators 
Y:(u,z) for v E 52,. We also use the notation YX for the restriction map 

52, + (End VE) {z) 

v H Y$&Z) = c U;Z-n-l* 
net 

5. A Jacobi identity for the relative twisted vertex operators 

We continue our discussion of relative vertex operators. Here we present the main 
theorem - a Jacobi identity for relative twisted vertex operators, whose proof closely 
follows the pattern of the proof of the corresponding result in Ch. 9 of [14]. This result 
generalizes a large number of known ones. The case v = 1 amounts to the theory of 
relative untwisted vertex operators of [6,7] in which we clarified the essential 
equivalence between untwisted Z-algebras [22] and parafermion algebras [32]. If the 
lattice is even and h, = 0, we recover the twisted vertex operators and the associated 
results obtained in [19,13]. In certain special cases we also recover the Z-algebra 
structure and relations found in [24-28,21-231. In the case that L is a direct sum of 
several copies of the root lattice of the Lie algebra sl(2,C) and v = - 1, the Jacobi 
identity for certain relative twisted vertex operators was established in Cl63 to explain 
the essential equivalence between the “twisted Z-algebras” associated with the princi- 
pal representations of A$” [26,27] and the “twisted parafermion algebras” of [33]. 

We shall use the basic generating function 

6(z) = c zn, (5.1) 
nsz 
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formally the expansion of the b-function at z = 1. The fundamental (and elementary) 
properties of the b-function can be found in [14]. The following result concerning 
formal calculus and the “b-function” will be used in the proof of the Jacobi identity: 

Proposition 5.1. Let V be a vector space, a(m, n) (m, n E (l/p)Z) a family ofoperators on 
V. Let s, t E 62 and let i be a pth root of unity. Consider the formal series 

A(z:‘p, 2:/q = 2; z: (m x_u(m7n)zlz;) (5.2) 

and assume that 

lim A(z:‘~, ziip) exists, 
z:lP+,:iP (5.3) 

that is, for every k E Q and v E V, a(m, k - m)v = 0 for all but a jinite number of 

m E (l/p)Z. Then 

~(~:i~,~~I~)~z~(aiaz~)8 c z l/P 

(0 > 
= ~PA(C- ltz2 _ zo)l~~,z~~~)e~o(a~a~l~ (@qyp)) 
= (z2 - zJ& ( 1 

rn,ne(llp)Z 
u(m,n)(z, - z,~mz~)ezo~a~az~~(~~6(r~~)IIp)). 

(5.4) 

Proof. We have 

l/P 
A(z:IP, z:lp)e zdabwg (0) c z1 

z2 

=_ - ( >( > z2 

=(;)I z1 

--s 

A(~;IP, Zp)e20wa21)~ 5 z1 
l/P 

(0 > z2 

e~o(a/a~l) 
z1 - zo 

(( ) 
--s 

A((z, - %P, ZP)~ (5 @“‘)) 

= (~~ez~_z,I(:Ps~~~~n(i-l(i2 _ z~~~~p,z~~p~~(~(~~‘p)) 

= p”A(5-‘(z, - zpp, z;hy(5)‘e~0fala~d((~ _ZC~‘g(i~)lip)) 

= p?q- l(z2 - z$‘p, zyq (!LJewCa/azd((l -~?s6(i~!~‘p)) 
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as desired. 0 

For notational convenience we write 

p-1 

F(,,B)(zl, z2) = n (ZpJ - WprZ:‘p)-(v’a”? (5.5) 

(5.6) 

for a, /3 E L, where as usual all binomial expressions are to be expanded in nonnegative 
integral powers of the second variable. We shall often use expressions like 
F&z2 + zo,z2) and G&z2 + zo,zz) below. It is understood that the expression 
(z2 + zo)i’P - o;z, ‘lp is to be expanded in nonnegative integral powers of zo, and so we 
have expansions of the form: 

((zz + zo)l’P - o;z:‘p)c 

i 

p-c (ZO/ZZ)cZp ( 1 = / 
+ c 4l(zo/zz)” 

> 
if r = 0, 

II21 

i 
zYP(l - o;)c 1 + c b,(zo/zz) 

L > 
if r>O. 

ntl 

We also write 

(5.7) 

for tl, p E L. Note that in the context of Remark 2.2, CI’ = CI, /I’ = /.I and ~(a, /I) = 1, by 
(4.37). The following general residue notation will be useful: 

(5.8) 

Theorem 5.2. Let a, b E L, u*, v* E M(1) and set 

u = u* 0 z(a) E v,, v=u*@r(b)~ V,. (5.9) 
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Then we have 

~,,~,(ZI,Z,)(Z, - 4” Y::(~~Zl)YJ(V~Z2) - c&J) 

x ~(6,&2,zl)(-z2 + Zl)nq.(v,z2)Y;(%zl) 

= Res,, i z;’ zt ‘il (GC,r,-,6)(zz + z,,, z,)z,(~‘“‘.‘) Yg( Y,(?u, zO)v,z2)z(vr&6) 
*=o 

x c,(a _ vra,6)(v*ra- ~)ae-~oc~~~~l~~(,~,~~~~z~~~)(z~~z2)”;0’+~o~.~~a~~~z-~~~n~~~~) 

(5.10) 

for n E Z , or equivalently, 

+ z~,z~)z-~~‘~‘~~) Y;(Y,(G’u,z,)v,z,) 

z(FC,&,(G - v’6,6)(v^a-‘)a 

o;cl,,+<o;o,,a;a,>/2 -<o“,a')/2 

3 (5.11) 

where all binomial expressions are to be expanded in nonnegative integral powers of the 

second variables. 

Proof. Let k, 1 2 1 and let al, . . . ,ak, bI, . . . , bl E 2 subject to the conditions 
a = aI . . . akandb=bl 7.. bl. Then the coefficients in the formal power series A and B, 

A = exp 
( 

i 1 VW; E(a)E VL[[wl, . . . ,wk]], 
i=l n>O > 

6!(-n) 
B = exp i C 5 

( 

(5.12) 

xj” l(b)E K.CC~I, . . . ,xJl, 
j=l n>O ) 

span S((h$) 0 l(a) and S((hi)-) 0 z(b), respectively, and so it suffices to prove the 
theorem with u and v replaced by A and B, respectively. 

Let al, . . . ,gSELanda=cll+ ... + CI,. For brevity, set 

fakW1, ... FWS) = 

l;P,6)(Zl,Wl, ... rWk;ZZ,Xl, . . . ,x1) 

= 
1 si,E ~ jll o~cp((z + Wi)“” - wir(ZZ + Xj)l’p)<v’a”b’), 

(5.14) 
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where all binomial expressions are to be understood as formal power series in the w’s 
and x’s, and the coefficient of each monomial in the w’s in fa is the product of 
z@‘)-~‘*~) and a Laurent polynomial in z, and the coefficient of each monomial in the 
w’s and x’s in fa is the product of z<laio),6) with a Laurent polynomial in z:lp and z$jp. We 
shall also use j&)(z2, x1, . . . , xl; zl, wl, . . . , w,J. 

By (2.4), we see that as operators on Vz 

Just as in the proof of Theorem 9.3.1 of [14], we have 

From (5.12), 

The action of eAz is given by 

(5.15) 

‘“1,“;>e2(&aj) 

(5.16) 

(5.17) 

-(Ii. a.)/2+<da:,oj)/2 
” ’ 

= 
(1 - Wi/Z)“’ + O;l(l + Wj/Z)l” 

1 -CO;’ 

’ A 

(1 + wi/z)‘/P _ wP-‘(l + wj/z)‘IP -<al.6;>+<~‘&.4) 

= 

lsi<jsk r=l 1 -Cl&’ 

- <kG,O, 9 m(o,w - <&.a:>/2 

4-I A, (5.18) 
1Sisk 

where these expansions are to be understood as the formal power series in the w’s that 
they came from. From (5.16)-(5.18) we find that 

WA,4 = :YS;(al,z + wl) ‘.. Y;(ak,z + wk):f&wl, . . . ,wk)c, ,,.,,, &, (5.19) 
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where 

44 
Gi,, ,& = I-I 

&*(ai, cj) 

o(&) ... Otak) 1 si<j<k El(ai,’ 
(5.20) 

(Lemma 4.3 is used here.) Similarly, 

YX(&z) = :Y;(b,,z + x1) *.. Y:(f%,z + xG_&,x1, .‘. ,xI)c6,,,,,,61, (5.21) 

where ci,, ,.. ,sr is defined as in (5.20). Thus 

:Y&%z1)Y:(&z8 =.f&l,wl, *.. ,wk).h(zZ,% ... ,%h,, . . ..ik‘&. . ...6, 

x : Y&,z, + WI) ... Y:(akvzl +  Wk)Y;hZ2 + x1) 

x **. Y:(br,zz + XI): 

E (End v~)(zl,z2) CC%, . . . ~wk,xl~ . . . ,dl, (5.22) 

and lim 1’1 1’~ Z Y:(A, zi) Y;(B, z&E exists. That is, if A(zl, z2) is the coefficient of any =I -22 
fixed monomial in wl, . . . ,xl in Z Y:(A,z,) Yi(B,z,)& then lim,;/P+Z;‘~A(~l,~z) exists. 
From (4.54) we see that 

Y;(A,z,)Y:(&z,) = ~Y:(A,z,)Y;(B,z,)~f,,6)(zl,wl, ... ,wk;zZ,xl, ... ,xl)- 

(5.23) 

Fix a monomial 

P= n WfiXy (li,Sj 2 1) (5.24) 
l<il;k,lsjsl 

in the wi and xj. We may and do choose N 2 0 so large that the coefficients of P and of 
each monomial of lower total degree than P in 

FN = @I - z2)Nf&)hWl~ ... ,wk;zZ,xl, . . . ~X1)~(,_,6,(ZbZ2) 

are polynomials in z; ‘, z; ‘, z:Ip and z$jp. In fact, the coefficient of P in FN is 

p-1 

= c CmnI ,Qo (z:‘” - Op’Z~‘P)i,Z:‘P-mZ:‘P-“, 

where the sum is over m,n,l = (io, . . . , ipPl) with 0 I i,, m, n I N, and the Cmnl are 
constants. Then the coefficients of P and of each monomial of lower total degree than 
P in 

(-z2 + Z1)Nf;-,~)(Z29X1, ..* ,&;zl,wl, **. ,Wk)F(b,&Z,Zl) 

are also polynomials in z;’ and ziip for i = 1,2, and agree with the corresponding 
coefficients in FN. Let Yp(zt’p,z2 ‘lp) denote the coefficient of P in 

Y:(,z,)Y:(&zz)(zl - z2)N4c5,&~,~2) = ~~:(A,Z,)Y:(B,Z~)~FN. (5.25) 
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By (5.22) and (5.23) we see that 

y&;/P Z:lP)Z-a;o)-<n;o).a;o))/2+<a',a'>/2 3 ,p;o,- <i&,&>/2 + <6’,6’)12 

~(End V,‘)[ [ziip,z; l/p,z~‘p,z;l’p]], 

and lim 1’~ l/P l/P lip Y&I 3 z2 21 -22 ) exists. The coefficient of P in 

YZ(4z,)Y::(B,zz)(z1 - z2)N&i,6)h,Zz) 

(5.26) 

is 

Yp(z:‘p, z:‘p )(zl _ z2)-W-n) = y*(Z;IP,Z;IP)Z;w-~) 1 _zz 

( > 

-(N-n) 

21 

Similarly, reversing the roles of A and B and of z1 and z2 and noting that 

:y;mz,)Y;(-4z,x =(CY(a,6))-‘~YS(A,z,)Y~(B,z2)~, (5.27) 

we find that 

Y;(~,z,)y:(A,z,)=c,(ri,6)-'~YS;(A,zl)Y:(~,z2)~ 

J&iJ(~2~% ... ~xl;zl,w19 ... ,wJ 

and that the coefficient of P in 

C,(L5,6)Y~(B,zz)YZ(A,zl)(-zz + zl)Nq6,~(z2,Z1) 

is also Yp(z:‘p,zi’p). Thus the coefficient of P in 

C”(~,~6)Y:(B,z2)Y::(A,zl)(-zz + zl)N4b,Li)(z2J1) 

is 
-(N-n) 

Yp(z:‘p,z:‘p)(-z2 + zl)-(N-” = Yp(Z;'P,ZyP)(-_Z2)-(N-n) . 

Applying Proposition 5.1 with A(z:‘~,z:‘~) equal to Yp(z:‘p,z:ip), we see that the 
coefficient of P in 

&i,S,(Zl,Z2)(Zl - z2)"y;(Azl)y:(~,zz) 

- c"(~,~)~~~,,_,(z2,~l)(-z2 + Zl)"y;:(&zz)ya4zl) (5.28) 

is 

Res 
20 2 

z-‘z;-N yp(~~/P,Z~iP)e-Z~(a/aZl)g z 

0 

= Res,, 1 z; ‘zngmN 
p-1 

P 
rzo Yi+Yp, zYp)e- 
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= Res,, A z; ‘ziVN 
P 

lim YP((Z1 + ZP, ZP) 
.y +qzy > 

Zl 0 
+I, + <o;o,, 43,)/Z -(Ii’, I?)/2 

X e-~o evw _ 

‘72 
6(to:(gp)), (5.29) 

where s ranges over Z/pZ. Now we compute limz;l~,w;~z;/r YP((zI + z~)“~, z:lP). Note 
that YP((zl + z~)“~, z:lp) is the coefficient of P in 

: Y:(A,z, + zo) Y:(4zz):(zl + zo - z2)N&i,6)(Z1 + zo,zz) 

X&,6jh + zO,wl, ... ,wk;z2,x1v 1.. ,%h 

From (4.51) we have 

= :Y:(v^‘A,z, + ZO)Y;(B,z&c,(z - v’a,6)(Pa-‘) 

x aw-‘~vY’“‘-*(~v’~‘,1’)/2+rp(a’,a’)/2 
P 

We also have 

lim 
.y *o,‘z;‘P 

F@,i;)(zI + z0,z2)_4Z,6~(~l + zO,wl, **. ,wk;zZ,xl, .*. ,&) 

= ~(v~c~,~~(~Z + Z0,Z2)_&‘ti.6)(Z2 + zO,wl, ... ,wk;zZ,xl, ..* ,%). 

Thus lim ZI +o;‘z;‘p YP((Zl + zo) UP l’p,z:‘p) is the coefficient of P in 

: Y:(V*‘A,z2 + ZO)Y;(B,z2):c,(a - v~a,6)(v^‘a-‘)az~F~,~~,s;,(z, + z,,zJ 

X.&,i;)(z, + zO,wl, *.* ,wk;zZ,xl, ..* ,%)a 
-rCvSa’-r(~~~~‘,a’)/z +rp(B’,o’)/z 

. (5.30) 

We conclude that the coefficient of P in (5.28) is the coefficient of P in 

Res,, j z; ‘z; pi’ :Y:(V^‘A,z2 
r=O 

+ zo)Y;(B,z2):+;(y3)1’p) 

xF(v’i,6,(z2 + zO~z2)f&i,~)(z2 + zO~~1, ... ,wk;zZ,xl, *.. ,xZ) 

Zl -zo 
x c,@ - v’d, 6)(iw’)a - 

( > 

I&,+ (o;o,.&q>/2 - (C’,a’)/Z 

>- 

(5.31) 
z2 

Therefore the operators in (5.28) and in (5.31) are the same. This last assertion is 
independent of P and N. 

On the other hand, just as in the proof of Theorem 5.1 of [7], we obtain 

Y*(G’A, zo)B = :Y*(?ul,zo + WI) .‘. y,(v*‘ak,zO + Wk)Y&l,&) “’ y,(~,&):~(l) 

X 
rI 

(z. + Wi - xj)<w.%>. 

l~i~k,l~js~ 
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By (5.17) and (5.19) we have 

YS(Y*(G’Az,)B,z,) = :Y:(v*‘al,zz + 20 + WI) ... Y;(G’a,,z, + zo + Wk) 

x Y;:(bl,Z2 +x1) **’ YX%zz + Xl):.&(Zz + ZO,Wl, ... ,Wk) 

Xh(ZZ,Xl, ..* YXd.&i,b)(Z2 + ZO,Wl, 0.. ,wk;z2,x1, . . . , Xl) 

p-1 

X lsi~~lj~r~~((z2+ZO+W~)1’p 
- &Jz2 + xj)'lP)-<v'~;,b;> 

XGG,, ._., “‘l&G,, ,,,, 6,(z(v’a,6))-1, (5.32) 

where we have used the relation 

C”5,-,, ,“‘&,B,, ,3, = C”%i~, .“‘&Gl 
2 , 

b-J+fG q- ’ 

(see (5.7) and (5.20)). We next prove that 

p-1 

1 s i ~ fi <j I I s$O ((z2 + zO + Wi)l” - 4(Z2 + Xj)l’P)-‘v”“b’> 

. - 

X lsis!sjal(ZO + Wi-Xj)<y’i”6” 

=z 0 
(v’z,6’> 10; ((z2 + zo)l/P _ o;z;/P)-<v’~‘,6’)~ 

For this purpose we introduce 

p-1 

g(zz,zo, wx) = I-I ((22 + zo + w)l’P - wgz2 + x)“P)yz, + w - x)-c, (5.33) 
s=o 

where c E @, w, x are formal variables, and the formal series is interpreted as above. It 
suffices to prove that g(z2, zo, w, X) = g(z,, zo, O,O), or that @g/&v) = @g/ax) = 0. Now 
we calculate (ag/aw): 

2 = 1%; ; (z2 + zo + wp-‘((z2 + z. + wp 

- 6(z2 + w-lg - c(zo + w - x)-lg, 

which is zero because 

p-1 

z. 322 + zo + 41’P-1((z2 + z. + wp - c@* + x)'IP)-' = (zo + w _ x)-'e 

Similarly, (ag/ax) = 0. 
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Finally, we see from (5.28) that the operator Yi(Y,(?‘A,z,)B,z,) is equal to 

:Y@t,z, + ZO)Y~(B,zz)~~,r~,6)(Zz + zO,wl, .*. ,wk;z2,xl, a.* ,x1) 

-, e-1 

x(z(Vrii,6))-lz<o'i';"b) rlo((z2 + zo)l'P - o;z:'p)-(~'~'~~'~. (5.34) 

Combining (5.28)-(5.31) and (5.34) completes the proof. 0 

Remark 5.3. In the case in which L is a direct sum of several copies of the root 
lattice of the Lie algebra sl(2,C) and v = - 1, Theorem 5.2 was obtained in [16], 
and both the twisted Z-algebra relations [24-281 and the twisted parafermion 
algebra relations [33] associated with the twisted vertex operator constructions of 
Ai” were recovered as a consequence of this Jacobi identity and a multi-operator 
extension of it. 

The Jacobi identity for relative untwisted vertex operators [6,7, lo] is a special case 
of Theorem 5.2: 

Corollary 5.4. Let u, v E V,. Then 

z2(=$)+“yy) Y*(u,zl)Y*(v,z2) 

- c(cz,6)z;’ (yy’?f~) Y*(v,z2)Y*(u,z2) 

( > ( > 
a’ 

-1 
= z2 6 y Y*(Y*(u,z,)o,z,) y . (5.35) 

Proof. If v = 1, p = 1, c~(~;)=c~(.;) and T = C(L), then Vl= V, and 
Y:(u,z) = Y,(u,z). Moreover, Fc,,Bj = (zl - z~)-@‘*~‘), G,,,,, = 1 and r(a,B) = 1 for 
a,p E L in this case,. Now the Jacobi identity (5.35) follows immediately from 
(5.11). 0 

We also include the Jacobi identity for ordinary (unrelativized) twisted vertex 
operators (and therefore the commutator formula for these operators ([13,19]) as 
follows: 

Corollary 5.5. In the settings of Remarks 2.2,4.2 and 4.5, for u, v E V,, we have 
Y;(u, z) = Y,,(u, z) and 

zo -‘a ( > y Y&l, 21) Y&l, z2) - z; 1 6 
( > 

y Y&l, z2) Y& Zl) 

=iz;l ~~~d(~~(~)~~~)y”(y(~ru,z~~,z2). (5.36) 
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Proof. From (2.10) and (4.23), 

p-1 

(v^‘a-l)a = 0;~v’d+r<~Y”i,a)/2~ 

Since 

by (2.8) we see that 

and that 

40, 
E (End J?)CCzl l/P 

71 T-72 
-l/e llP,z;l/P,zo]]* 

Using the basic property of the b-function we have 

z1 _ z. 

( > - - 

aco,,+<~(o,.40,>/2-(a,~)/2 

z2 

+;(yy’P) 

= w, 
-r~v”i-r<~vsi,i>,2 6 (o; (” z, zo>“P) . 

Since L is even we see that 

Gc,5,~)(z2 + zo, z2)~,7”3~) = F~i,6~(z2 + zo, z2). 

Then the Jacobi identity (5.11) reduces to 

G 1&i,6,(% z2)6 

( ) 

y Y”(% Zl) Y”(U, z2) 

- 
c”(~,~)zo1F,a,6,(z2,z1)~ y Y”(~,Z2)Y”(~~Zl) 

( ) 0 

1 e-1 

=-_z 

P ;’ Jo 
F@5,i;)(Z2 + zo,z2)Yv(Y(o’u,zo)v,z2)~~~~“~~“~ 

(recall that ~(a,/?) = 1 for a$ E L in this case). Noting that 

p-1 

sgo (zYP P 
- o-szp)-<~%a‘) = @&J))-’ pff( __o,Sz$P + z$lP)-<v%.e 

s=o 

(5.37) 
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and that at least one of the two binomials (# - @$p)<vn~6> and 
(--~S,Z:‘~ + ~j’~)-(‘~~*~) is a polynomial in z1 ‘lp and z:Ip, and multiplying (5.37) by 
n;z,l (Zi’P _ WpSz:/P)(v’a*b>, we have 

zo -‘a ( ) y Y"(U,Z~)Y"(V,Z~) - zi’d F Yv(U,Z2)Yv(U,Zl) ( > 0 

1 p-1 
-1 

= - z2 

P 
1 FC”‘~,jj(Z2 + zo, z2) I-I (z:‘p - OpsZ;‘P)(v’i,L) 

r=O 

x Y,(Y(~‘u,zo)u,zz),~C~‘~~b>~ Cop ~ S ( r(“lnpo)ilp). 

Now (5.36) follows from 

The following corollary is used to construct the “moonshine modules” based on 
order p isometries of the Leech lattice for the odd primes 3,5,7 and 13 [8]: 

Corollary 5.6. Let p be an odd prime and let v be an isometry of L having no nonzero 

jixed points. Let Lo be an euen sublattice ofL such that (2.9),(2.10) and (2.13) in Remark 

2.2 hold for the restrictions ofco( *, 9 ), cY,( *, . ), and eo(. , .) to Lo. Take h, = 0. Then for 
u,v E V,,, we have Y:(u, z) = YJu,z) and 

zo -‘a ( > y Yv(u,z~)Y”(v,z~) - z,‘6 v YY(V,~2)Y”(%Zl) 

( ) 

=iz;l ~~~~(~~~~)1-),,,(~.QI-g)(i5~1)a (5.38) 

as operators on V,‘. 

Proof. Note that h(,, = 0 and qo, = 0 for CI E h because v is fixed-point free. Now the 
proof is almost the same as that of Corollary 5.5, except that we do not replace 
(;ra- ‘)a by W;~V*~+r<~VS&~)/? f-J 

6. The Virasoro algebras 

In this section we study the representations of the Virasoro algebra, with basis 
{L, 1 n E Z} u{c} and with the usual commutation relations 

CL, Ll = (m - n)L,+, + i (m3 - )&+n.Oc for m,nEZ, (6.1) 
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on both V, and VI, in terms of the relative (untwisted and twisted) vertex operators 
associated with a canonical quadratic element of weight 2 in V,. The natural operator 
A, (4.42) incorporated into the definition of the relative twisted vertex operators plays 
a fundamental role. We use the action of L,, to reinterpret the weight gradations of 
I’, and V,‘. The reader can refer to [7,14] for similar discussions for relative untwisted 
vertex operators and background. 

Recall that {ji, . . . , /Id} is an orthonormal basis of hi. Set 

f3 = ; iil M- 112 (6.2) 

and set 

L(z) = Y*(o,z) = 1 L(n)z_“-2, (6.3) 
nsZ 

i.e., 

L(n)=o,+i for FEZ (6.4) 

(recall (3.41), the definition of the components of a relative untwisted vertex operator). 
We also define operators L”(n) on Vl as the following generating function coefficients: 

i.e., 

L”(n) = o;+ i for n E Z 

(see (4.46)). 
We have the important relation between L( - 1) and differentiation: 

(6.6) 

Proposition 6.1. For all v E V,, 

YX(L(-l)v,z) =; Yi(V,Z). (6.7) 

Proof. First we observe that a special case of (6.7), for v = z(a), follows from (4.55) and 
the fact that 

L( - 1)2(a) = a’(- 1)2(a). 

It is easy to see from the definition (3.40) that for all v E V,, 

Y*(L( -1)&Z) = $ Y*(v,z). 

Thus we have 

Y,(e ZoL(-l)v,z) = eZoCdidZ)Y*(v,z) = Y,(v,z + za), 
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We can now apply both sides to r(l) and invoke (3.45) to obtain 

ezOL(-l)u = Y,(v,z,).r(l). 

On the other hand, as operators on 

Y;( Y*(V,Z,).l(l),Z) = Y;(V,z + 

by the proof of Theorem 5.2. Hence 

VT L¶ 

zo) 

eZo(d’d’)Y~(u,z) = Y;(u,z + zo) = Y~(eZoL(-l)u,z), 

and (6.7) follows by extracting the coefficient of zo. FJ 

Combining the Jacobi identity with Proposition 6.1 we have 

[L”(z,), Y~(u,z~)] = Res,,z;’ Y~(L(zo)v,z,)e~‘o~a~az~~6(z~/z~) 

+ z;lRes,, c Y~(L(n)v,z,)~~“~~e~“~~~~~“~~~(z~/z~) 
n>O 

for all v E V,. Equating the coefficient of z;’ and changing z2 to z, we get 

(6.8) 

Proposition 6.2. For all u E VL, 

[L”(-l), Y:(V,Z)] =; Yi(U,Z) = Yi(L(-1)&Z). 

We call a nonzero vector u E VL (resp. u E Vl) a weight 
following condition: 

vector if u satisfies the 

L(O)u = hu (resp., L’(O)u = hu) for some h E @ (6.10) 

(6.9) 

and we call h the weight of u. If u further satisfies the condition 

L(n)u = 0 (resp., L”(n)u = 0) for n > 0, 

we call v a lowest weight vector. 

(6.11) 

By (6.8) we have 

Proposition 6.3. Zf u E 

CL'(ZlL Yl(fA 2211 

VL is a lowest weight vector with the weight h, then 

=z~‘(~Y:(u,z2))6(zl/z~)-hL;‘Y:(u,z2)~S(z1/11), 

(6.12) 
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or equivalently, 

[L”(m), Yi(v, z)] = ( d zn+ l - dz + h(n + 1)z” 
> 

YG(V,Z) (6.13) 

Note that any a E 2 is a lowest weight vector with weight i(Z,C’). Thus by (6.12), 

-i (G’,c~‘)z;~ Yi(a,z,) $ @z&z). (6.14) 
1 

Applying (6.13) to v = a( -l), which is a lowest weight vector with weight h = 1 for 
a E hi, and equating the coefficients of z-“- ‘, we obtain 

[L”(m),a(n)] = - na(m + n) (6.15) 

for n E (l/p)Z, 
Now in (6.8), taking v = o and noting that 

L(n)o = 0, if n > 0 and FI # 2, L(O)0 = 2w, (6.16) 

L(2)o =idimh:, 

we have 

[L”(z,),L”(z,)] = z;’ d L’( ) 6(z,/z,) - 2z;‘L’(zJ & @l/Z,) 
(dzz “) 1 

-&(dimh:)z;’ 

Equating the coefficients of z;“‘-~z;“-~, we obtain 

[L’(m),L’(n)] = (m - n)L’(m + n) + &(m3 - m)dimh~&,+,,, 

for m, n E Z. We conclude. 

(6.17) 

(6.18) 

Proposition 6.4. The operators L’(n), n E Z and I span a copy of the Virasoro algebra, 
and the operators L”(n) provide a representation of the Virasoro algebra on Vf with 

L, ML”(n) for n E Z c -dimhi. (6.19) 
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Finally, we justify the weight gradation of Vz introduced in Section 4 by using the 
definition of weight given by (6.10). For this purpose we need to study L’(z) in more 
detail. It is easy to see from (4.42) that 

( 

p-1 

e”za(-l)fl(-1) = a(-l)fl(-1) + 2cri0 + i;1 c,,ic$ + ,pki) 
> 

<a,P> (6.20) 

forke (0, . . . ,p-l}anda~(h~)(~),B~(h~)(_~).Thenumbersc~,,forr~O, . . ..p-1 
are defined in (4.41) and are given by 

l pi1 ob c11o = - 2p2 i=l (1 -(-J&y Cll, + (1 _q;,,* for r # 0. 

Define constants 

Then 

co = - (P - l)(P - 5)/12, Cl = - (p’ - 1)/12. (6.22) 

(6.21) 

Using (6.22) and the recursive formula 

ck=ck-1 + 
P+l --kkl, 

2 
(6.23) 

we find that 

ck = (k - l)(p + 1 - k)/2 - (p” - 1)/12. (6.24) 

Therefore, 

p-1 

2c llo + i;l Clli(c$ + ,pki) = ck+l + +;+1 - 2cl A_$ (6.25) 

By (6.20) and (6.25) we have an explicit expression for the vertex operator 

C&(- l)B(- l),z): 

w4- l)P(-a4 = :aw(z): + v <r%,p>. 

Recall the canonical quadratic element o (6.2). Then by the last formula 

L’(Z) = i ,i ZBi(Z)Pi(a)Z + $ ‘$’ k(p - k)dim($)(,,. 
1-l k 1 

(6.26) 

(6.27) 
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It is obvious now that 

L”(0) 1 = $ LzI k(p - k)dim(h$)C,, 1 (6.28) 

for 1 E S[v] (cf. (4.9)), and therefore the weight defined in (4.10) is exactly the weight 
defined by the L’(O)-eigenvalue (6.10). Similarly, the weight of t = 1 0 t E T/E for 
t E T, (a E h& is f(or’,a’) + (l/4p2)Ck”1: k(p - k)dim(h&). 

Remark 6.5. The weight of 1 in (6.28) is closely related to the second Bernoulli 
polynomial, defined by B,(x) = x2 - x + l/6. In fact, one can check that wt 1 is equal 
to -iCkpZi B,(k/p) dim@&, + dim hi/24 (cf. [29,9]). 

7. Twisted modules for V, 

In this section we recall certain notions of vertex algebra and of twisted module. We 
also present a family of G-twisted modules Vz for the vertex algebra VL in the case in 
which L is even. 

First we recall the definition of vertex algebra used in [7]. (This is different from the 
original definition in [2].) A vertex algebra is a Z-graded vector space 

V= IJ V,; for n E V,, n = wt u; (7-l) 
nsz 

equipped with a linear map 

V -(End V)[[z,z-‘I] v H Y(u,z) = c u,z-“-~ (a, E End V) (7.2) 
nsH 

and with two distinguished vectors 1 E V,, o E V2 satisfying the following conditions 
for U,uE V: 

U,U = 0 for n sufficiently large; (7.3) 

Y(l,z) = 1; (7.4) 

Y(v,z)l E V[[z]] and lim Y(u,z)l = v; 
z-0 

(7.5) 

-1 
zo 6 ( > y Y(u,z,)Y(v,z,) -z;‘6 y Y(v,z,)Y(u,z,) 

( > 0 

-1 Zl -zo = z2 a--- ( > z2 

Y(Y(%Zoh z2); 

[L(m), L(n)] = (m - n)L(m + n) + & (m” - m)G,+.,&ank V) 

(7.6) 

(7.7) 
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for m, n E Z, where 

L(n) = o,+~ for IZ E h, i.e., Y(o,z) = 1 L(~)z-“-~ (7.8) 
nsz 

and 

rank I/’ E Q; (7.9) 

L(O)u = lzzl = (wt u)v for u E V, (n E Z); (7.10) 

; Y(v,z) = Y(L( -1)&Z). (7.11) 

This completes the definition. We denote the vertex algebra just defined by (V, Y, 1, co) 

(or briefly, by V). The series Y(u,z) are called vertex operators. 

An automorphism go of the vertex algebra V is a linear automorphism of V preserv- 
ing 1 and o such that the actions of g and Y(u, z) on I/ are compatible in the sense that 

gY(u, z)C l = Y(P, 4 (7.12) 

for v E V. Then gV,, c V, for n E Z and V is a direct sum of the eigenspaces of g: 

(7.13) 

where N is the order or g and Vj = {u E V 1 v = &u}. 

We next recall the notion of g-twisted module (see [lo, 51; this notion records the 
properties obtained in [19], Section 3.3 of [ 131, and [20]). Let (V, Y, 1, w) be a vertex 
algebra and let g be an automorphism of V of order N. A g-twisted module M for 
(Y, V, 1, co) is a Q-graded vector space 

M= UM.; for w E M,, n = wt w; (7.14) 
nso 

equipped with a linear map 

V + (End M)[[z’/N,z-l/N]] 

v H Y(v,z) = 1 v,,z-“-~ (v, E EndM) 
ns(l/N)Z 

(7.15) 

satisfying the following conditions for u, v E V and w E M and j E Z: 

Y(u,z) = C u,z-“-~ for v E T/j; 
nej/N+Z 

u,w = 0 for n sufficiently large; 

Y(l,z) = 1; 

(7.16) 

(7.17) 

(7.18) 

zo -‘6 ( > y Y(u,z,)Y(v,z,) -z;‘a y Y(v,z,)Y(u,z,) ( 1 
-1; 1 b(u’, (Z1 ;;;yN) y(y(g:,,,o)v.,,,, = z2 

jEHJN.7 
(7.19) 
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where Y (g ju, zO) is an operator on V; 

[L(wI),L(~)] = (m - n)L(m + n) + k (m3 - m)6,+,,o(rank v) (7.20) 

for m, n E Z, where 

L(n) = m,+ 1 for n fz Z, i.e., Y(o,z) = 1 L(n)zPnV2; 
nsZ 

L(O)w = nw = (wt w)w for w E M, (n E Q); 

(7.21) 

(7.22) 

g Y(u,z) = Y(L( -1)&Z). (7.23) 

This completes the definition. We denote this module by (M, Y) (or briefly, 

by M). 
We now work in the setting of Remarks 2.2,4.2 and 4.5. In particular, L is 

a nondegenerate even lattice; v is an isometry of L such that vp = 1; h = L OH @; 

h, = 0; M(1) and S[v] are canonical irreducible modules for & for h[v] respect- 
ively; L and 2, are two central extensions of L by the finite cyclic group (K 1 rc4 = l), 
with commutator maps c,, and cg, respectively, given by (2.9) and (2.10); 
c(a, p) = (- l)(“J’ and cy(a, B) = ns”1,’ ( - d (v’as8) for c(, /3 E L; v^ is a automorphism p) 
of both 2 and 2, lifting v such that Ga = a if va = C? for a E L or 2, and such 
that Cp = 1; V, = M(1) @ C(L); 1 = r(1); o = +‘$=I BI( - l)‘, where {al, . . . ,j$,} is an 
orthonormal basis of h; Y(. , z) = Y*( ., ) z is the linear map in (3.41) (see also 
Remark 3.2): 

K -(End ~L)CCz,z-‘II 

u H Y(u,z) = 1 U,Z-“-l (0, E End V,); 
nsZ 

(7.24) 

T is a &-module as given in Remark 4.2; VT = S[v] 0 T (see (4.25)); Yy(. ,z) = 

Yi( -,z) is the linear map in (4.46) (cf. Remark 4.5): 

V, + (End V,‘) [ [z”P, z’@]] 

z, H YJv,z) = 1 u;z-“-~ (0; E End V[). 
ns(llp)Z 

(7.25) 

It is proved in Cl43 (see also [2]) that (V,, Y, 1, co) is a vertex algebra of rank equal 
to 1 = rankL. From (3.10) and (3.15) we see that v^ fixes 1 and o: 

$1 = 1, ib =o. (7.26) 

Also, 

GY(u,z)v*-’ = Y(ik,z), u E v-, (7.27) 

from (3.48), that is, v^ is an automorphism of the vertex algebra V,, and it has period p. 
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Theorem 7.1 ([19,13,20]). Let L be an even lattice as in Remark 2.2. and let T be an 
e,-module as in Remark 4.2. Then the space (V E, Y,) is a g-twisted I/l-module. More- 

over, VI is irreducible if and only if T is an irreducible &module. 

Proof. Recall (4.59) with I/ = 1, Corollary 5.5 and Propositions 6.1 and 6.4 with 
h, = 0. We need only prove (7.16). Let u = u* 0 l(a) for u* E M(1) and a E L. Let 

p-1 

v = 1 0,wu E vi. 
r=O 

Then (7.16) follows from the fact that Y”(u) z) E (End Vl)[ [z”~, z-“~]] (see Remark 
4.5) and (4.52). 0 
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